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Quantum
Generation™
positioned for the
Power Blockchain’s
295,000% Revolution.
Quantum Generation™ and QUBIT
Blockchain® space-based ecosystem with
its QSAT Constellation will revolutionize
the world in these changing times. We
are creating a platform with quantum
technology for quantum computing,
data storage, fintech, quantum secure
communication.
The major players are investing in the new
era of technologies. The infancy stage has
shown 295,000% gains provided by the
assessment of the World Economic Forum.
Stating that the blockchain ecosystem by
2027 will store conservatively 10% of the
world’s GDP
Warren Buffett has stated that the
“investment of the decade” is blockchain
technology. Buffett has extensive
holdings in Blockchain technology.
“Quantum Generation™ space-based
technology” is about to go mainstream
and reach massive adoption, and that
as it becomes a massive part of the new
decentralized global economy.
“At its core, blockchain is an extremely
secure way to store information through
its quantum-proof technology… “with QG™
Quantum Key distribution; it is a hackproof way to store and deliver information.
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Quantum Generation Space Based
Transformation
As Tech, Politics, and COVID-19 strike to take
away our freedoms, sovereignty, and wealth, a
Global Reset Looms in banking, social media, and
communications. Signs are prevalent that we are
in a global transformation that will take away our
freedoms, privacy and wealth if not prepared.

Example: During COVID-19 many businesses are not
taking cash!
Become a part of the Quantum Generation Space
Based Community and protect your freedoms.
privacy, wealth and sovereignty while creating new
global prosperity and legacy.

QGiD
Our current identity system is
broken, fragmented, unsecured,
and vulnerable. QUBIT
Blockchain:registered: enables
autonomous, immutable digital
identities. By providing unified,
interoperable, and quantum-proof
infrastructure with key benefits to
enterprises, users, governments.
Moving sovereign autonomous
control points for identity to
the edges of the Quantum
Generation:tm: network, giving
more control and sovereignty to
people worldwide, organizations,
voting, banking, and connected
devices where trust cannot be
compromised.
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We recognize the
Early “adoption
unbelievable potential curve.”
• QG™ is at the Earl Stage point with opportunity
for Quantum
for significant gains.
Generation and
• Financial Markets are changing and we have
seen signs and we need to be prepared not to
QUBIT Blockchain®.
lose our wealth. China and other countries are
building new digital economies.

•

We have seen in the USA where they will not
take cash due to the pandemic. Actions leave
clues.

We have seen mass adoption like DTCC
(“Depository Trust Clearing Corporation). The DTC
clears more than $54 trillion in stock, mutual
funds, and other financial trades every year. “The
DTCC recently announced they’re placing $10
trillion onto the blockchain!”

Modernize a $217 trillion real estate industry…
•

Prevent $1.7 trillion in counterfeiting goods sold
each year…

•

An electoral voting system with QG’s™ QVote™
and QGiD™, making illegal votes a thing of the
past and providing a globally secure and private
digital iD…

•

Through QG Health™ technology assist in
reducing healthcare costs significantly….

•

Spaced Based Communications platform with
the QPhone, QG™ Internet, and QG Space
Cloud™ Data Storage www.QGspacecloud.com.

•

Spaced based censor proof platform with our
Social media and Web Browser encourages
autonomous freedom of speech and thought
without censorship.

•

We are assisting in commerce and food supply.

•

Signifclly chang the Banking with the Fintech
market”…

•

The finance industry is ALL OVER blockchain!
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Global transformation to “tokenization,” that is
serving as “utility tokens” and security tokens. To
help with the Exchange of money, QUBIT® “token”
for each piece, and let people trade those tokens
through a Qubit exchange “The Next Visa: The
QG’s Qubit Blockchain’ Payment token’ we Predict
Will Go Up 16x! Our Team sees that debit and credit
cards will be antiquated. They will be replaced by
Fintech’ blockchain-backed’ cards solutions that
are more secure without borders
We are positioned with QUBIT® fintech to become
the next Visa potentially. We are Projecting a climb
16x. Hopefully, recognizing a potential return
based on the current market for every five grand of
QUBIT® Tokens a return $80,000!. The company
has attracted Goldman Sachs’s Vanguard,
Blackrock, and Morgan And billionaire hedge fund
managers. QG™ Fintech is in a more competitive
situation [than Paypal, Mastercard, or Visa] – QG™
payment systems are hugely lucrative over the
long term, of the payment processing fees.
www.qexchange.ai

History and the
future
Looking at the big Internet winners
like Amazons, Googles, and Facebooks,
you need to look behind the curtain
companies like Cisco with a more massive
return! During the 1990s, Cisco returned
a huge 67,491% And was the decade’s
5th best stock. Companies like Cisco and
Qualcomm provided the technology that
was needed to power the internet’s big
boom…. “Now, that time has arrived again!
Quantum Generation™ has brilliantly
positioned itself to scoop up billions in
revenue by supplying the power of the
blockchain boom and a new space-based
ecosystem.
Become Part of The “Quantum
Generation™” Digital Transformation
and the QUBIT® Token Ecosystem! Take
a look at www.qexchange.ai and www.
quantumgeneration.io

Summary
Quantum Generation™ has been developing a
community to provide an alternative to fight
off big tech and governments from canceling
free expression, exchange of ideas, trade, and
autonomous quantum-proof privacy. Build on
a space-based sovereign community where
everyone will have access to the internet,
How quantum will change everything (including
banking, money, communication, internet, and
security)
•

Artificial Super Intelligence; machine
learning and deep learning; blockchain,
shared ledgers, distributed ledger
technologies; cryptocurrencies, virtual
currencies, and digital currencies;

•

Open Banking and Open APIs; and so forth.

•

Communications and banking. Ensuring
that the information environment remains
open, safe, and free Blocking websites and
deleting unwanted information lite

Decentralized social networks give users more
control and autonomy. An individual can set
up their social network and determine how it
operates and what users can say. Instead of
having content monitored by a corporation,
the founder of a federated social network can
establish acceptable behavior for the site.

Censorship on social media
platforms
Censorship on major social media platforms,
such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, is not
a new phenomenon. These companies regularly
remove content because a few big tech
companies currently dominate social media
services, which also serve as a source of news
to many users. We are creating the Quantum
Generation Movement to build a sovereign and
free community with its own economy.
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QVote™
Elections are a symbol of hope and freedom, and
the right to vote is an expression of belonging and
having a voice. We trust our electoral systems to
preserve an immutable record of the voices we
have raised and the choices we have made. Yet,
the concept of “one person, one vote” is more than
just a legal right enshrined in a system. Free and
independent elections stand as recognition of our
humanity.
Ensure voting is incredibly secure, locked up and
beyond, tampering with all thanks to the laws
governing subatomic particles, quantum mechanics
offers completely radical, new, bizarre ways to
implement security using photons and electrons to
protect your vote.
In phase one, we have contracted to build a Voting
Blockchain with an Autonomous Global id using
QUBIT Blockchain and Quantum Key Distribution to
create a quantum-proof voting platform
Phase 2- Generate a bunch of quantum particles,
for example, photons, which are particles of light,
and you control some property of each photon.
They’re polarizations, say, which is the direction the
light’s electric field is oscillating in, and you convert
that into zeros and ones. Vertical polarization is,
let’s say, zero, and horizontal is one for many,
many photons. You have a whole sequence. That
sequence contains your key, your code, a string of
zeros, and ones. That’s impossible to predict. You
send your string to the polling station. On the other
end, a device measures the polarization of each of
the incoming photons and extracts the key based
on your initial settings. That key can now be used
to encrypt your vote, and the polling station uses
it to decode your vote. And here’s the best part.
Let’s say some hacker tries to intercept the key. The
simple act of observing a photon can disturb its
polarization. That’s just quantum mechanics.

How quantum technologies and
space-based ecosystem is helping
to secure our digital future—the
Quantum Generation Opportunity.
Quantum computing, quantum sensing, and
quantum communications represent a massive
opportunity. Quantum technologies will have a
revolutionary effect on almost every aspect of
modern life, making unprecedented achievements
possible. The exponential power of quantum
computing will drive massive scientific discovery,
business efficiency, and communications, which will
benefit humankind.
QG™ Community will allow uncensored open
exchange of ideas without compromising privacy.
Our community expects the QG™ Platform to create
a level playing field for information sharing and
communal activity among individuals, businesses,
other organizations. QUBIT Blockchain® technology
accelerates decentralized identity models by
providing a web of trust as people, organizations,
and connected devices establish and share their
own identity created by them and verified by
relationships

Self-Sovereign Identity in a
Globalized World: Quantum
Generation™ with QKD credentialBased Identity Systems as a
Driver for Economic Inclusion and
sovereignty
Quantum Generation™, the Space-based blockchain
Sovereign ecosystem, is a space-bound solution to
confer equal access to the world’s wealth to anyone
on Earth, regardless of their location, nationality,
and economical starting conditions.
Quantum Generation™ is providing a quantum
secure blockchain platform utilizing low earth orbit
and terrestrial satellite quantum mesh networks,
transcending jurisdictional and infrastructural limits.
That has been imposed by narrow-minded planning
and self-serving objectives prevalent in most
developed and developing nations on Earth.
Quantum Generation™ will not be subject to any
particular national jurisdiction on Earth. Its location
in the Earth’s orbit enables it to offer equal access
and equal opportunities to participants from all over
the globe. It incorporates the concepts of “Building
block(chain)s for a better planet” introduced by
PwC and the Stanford Woods Institute. The Team
strongly believes in responsible blockchains.
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Quantum
Generation™ QSAT™
Space Network
Quantum Generation™ will begin the deployment of
a full global constellation. This space infrastructure
will permit full-time connections to the satellite
network everywhere in the world at any time. The
timing and extent of implementation will depend on
developing an advanced personal satellite modem
that can be distributed freely or at a very affordable
cost.
In summary, Quantum Generation™ plans to
develop and perfect the QG space infrastructure
and personal user modems needed to create a
global blockchain network that provides universal
digital currency exchange for everyone on Earth
independent of national policies, interference, and
legal restrictions.

Freedom and Decentralization in
Space with QUBIT Blockchain®
Jurisdictional Agility
Although blockchain technology was initially
conceived to put an end to inefficient regulation
and the arbitrariness of central authorities and their
laws, today’s reality looks different. Innovators and
founders in the blockchain world are frequently
on the lookout for places that will permit them to

pursue their visions freely, without prosecution
based on earlier centuries’ outdated laws. Much
of founders’ resources, be it money, time, or
brainpower, is wasted on such trivial issues as
finding a suitable headquarters for their operations.
Quantum Generation™ is an agnostic QUBIT
Blockchain®, based upon the technological
paradigms pioneered by Stealth Grid. As described
in this paper’s background section, revolutionary
developments in recent times will serve as fertile
grounds for a new and groundbreaking blockchain
in Space.
The overarching goal of Quantum Generation™ is
to create a satellite network that will deliver not
only wi-fi connectivity but direct access to a potent
blockchain network around the globe.
Quantum Generation™ is attempting to end
this waste and inefficiency: Space is the final
frontier and haven for innovators and inventors,
for entrepreneurs and business people, from
developing and developed countries alike. It is the
ultimate conquest of traditional central authority – it
replaces centralized dependence with decentralized
and evenly distributed independence.
Executing transactions, such as QUBIT
Blockchain’s® nodes in international Space and
terrestrial sovereign locations. It’s the critical
innovation and reason why QUBIT Blockchain will
be favored by industrial users, enabling them to
ensure that their transactions occur where they are
compliant.
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The Evolution of Quantum
Generations™ Censorship
Resistance Platform
Quantum Generation seeks to develop a new
kind of censorship resistance by designing the
Space-Based ecosystem blockchain to be “intrajurisdictional” (confined to one jurisdiction) and
ultimately “jurisdictionally agile” (able to control
which operations take place in explicitly designated
jurisdictions). Additionally, providing communication
and internet to all corners of the world.
Our Team has built platforms for:
o

Space-Based FinTech

o

QUBIT Blockchain® (www.qubitblockchain.io)

o

Space-Based Mobile

o

Space Based WIFI & Antennas (www.qsat.ai)

o

Space-Based Social Media Platform (www.
qgsocial.space)

o

Space-Based Web Browser (www.qweb.space)

o

Space-Based Banking (https://www.
quantumbank.ai)

o

Space-Based Cloud (www.qgspacecloud.com)

o

Space-Based Exchange (qexchange.ai)

o

Quantum Computing
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o

Quantum Cryptography (QKD)

o

Blockchain Voting and Digital ID

o

And more…

Most, if not all, of the jurisdictions on Earth, suffer
from hyperregulation. QG™ building a Self-Sovereign
Identity in a Globalized World: Credentials-Based
Identity Systems as a Driver for Economic Inclusion
We are Building a new economy free of censorship,
governments, big tech, the QG™ Community
Initially, blockchain technology was conceived
to put an end to inefficient regulation and the
arbitrariness of central authorities and their laws.
Today’s reality looks different: innovators and
founders in the blockchain world are frequently
on the lookout for places that will permit them to
pursue their visions freely, without prosecution
based on outdated laws of earlier centuries.
Much of founders’ resources, be it money, time,
or brainpower, is wasted on such trivial issues as
finding a suitable headquarters for their operations.
Quantum Generation™ is attempting to end
this waste and inefficiency: Space is the final
frontier and haven for innovators and inventors,
for entrepreneurs and business people, from
developing and developed countries alike. It is the
ultimate conquest of traditional central authority – it
replaces centralized dependence with decentralized
and evenly distributed independence.

QUBIT® Token
We denote this as the “Dual Utility Principle” and
is key to understanding how value is derived from
tokens and, thus, the appropriate pricing/market
capitalization to assign. Use value is the value
obtained from using the token as a medium of
exchange to obtain goods or services that satisfy
human needs or wants. In this regard, the token
behaves precisely as any global currency and any
form of money, as Laidler defined (1985). On the
other hand, speculative value is the utility obtained
from the token as an investment product or asset,
which in turn is based on the (expected) returns
derived from the asset as its market value increases
over time (Merton, 1973). In this instance, the
speculative value would be derived as
U (QUBIT) = f{ u_1 (use), u_2 (speculation)}
Throughout the rest of this document, for
tractability, we shall assume that preferences are
stable, convex, and continuous and that the above
utility function is quasi-concave in the number of
tokens purchased. The total utility derived from
QUBIT® Coin will thus govern the demand for
QUBIT® Coin tokens, in line with the neoclassical
theory of demand (Samuelson, 1938). It, therefore,
follows that there shall be two distinct strands of
demand for QUBIT Coin tokens, namely demand
to satisfy use values and demand to satisfy

speculative values QUBIT Coin’s token price relative
to other electronic currency or fiat money increases,
resulting in increased token-holder wealth.
These two utility sources are often ignored when
calculating the various token metrics for tokens, in
favor of a single approach that typically focuses
on speculative value. Each value has its own
drivers and market levers, which in turn will affect
the QUBIT® Coin token’s desirability and hence
price/market cap in different ways. By considering
the two in tandem, together with the underlying
microeconomics that governs each type of value,
the aim is to obtain token metrics that are more
reflective of their proper market fundamentals and
value proposition.
The time is now to acquire the QUBIT Tokens before
2021 starts, where you will see a grab and transfer
of wealth by governments and new policies to offset
the losses of shutdowns around the world. For more
info, email info@quantumgeneration.io

QUBIT Blockchain:registered:
quantum proof technology accelerates
decentralized identity by providing a space based
ecosystem of trust as people, organizations, and
connected devices establish and share their
own identity created by them and verified by
relationships.
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TOKENOMICS
TOKEN MODEL
Quantum Generation™ (QG™) will deploy in several stages a dual token system.
Phase One - QUBIT® UTILITY (PAYMENT) TOKEN will serve as a payment currency within the
Quantum Generation™ ecosystem.
The QUBIT® (Quantum Mesh Network) utility token will serve as a payment currency within which will
serve as a payment currency within the Quantum Generation™ ecosystem. QUBIT® will also enjoy the
benefits of QG™ partners, who will offer 10-15% discounts on purchases made with QUBIT® tokens.
QG™ global services and products will accept QUBIT® as a payment option and QG™ will integrate
QUBIT® as a new decentralized global currency accepted for the payment around the world. QUBIT®
will also be tradeable on exchanges, enabling token-holders to freely buy and sell the token.
Second Phase QG™ SECURITY TOKEN
The QG™ security token will provide token-holders with 5% pooled profit sharing of the net profit
generated by Quantum Generation™ Orbital and ground ecosystem. The profit distribution will be
schedule on a quarterly basis.
The QG™ token will be available to trade on security token exchanges, allowing qualified investors to
buy and sell the token and enabling efficient liquidation options 24/7.
Prior QUBIT® token holder will be offered the option QG™ security token QGEN that will provide QGEN
token-holders with pooled profit sharing of the net profit generated by Quantum Generation™ Orbital
and ground ecosystem. The pre-STO the QUBIT® will be offer a QGEN security token at a projected
4-1 conversion of QUBIT®Utility token (conversion will be based on present values and conversion
will decrease). Once filing is approved, we will notify all prior QUBIT® Token holders. They must meet
the requirement tp participate based on SEC requirements a jurisdiction. And will be managed by a
wholly owned subsidiary of Quantum Generation LTD.
Third Phase: We are in discussions with several groups and our lawyers regarding a possible IPO or
NASDAQ reverse merger. This is ongoing and pre-liminary.
QUBIT®” Token supply: 1,000,000,000 with the ability to generate 5,000,000,000 Maximum
QUBIT® IEO will be launched in three phases
•
•

IEO Phase 1 Starting January 10, 2021 – TBD
IEO Phase 2 TBD
IEO price will be 1 QUBIT:registered: + 0.35 cents with initial tiered
bonuses.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING
These statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors that may cause
the Company’s actual results, performance or achievements to be materially different from any future results,
performances or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements
may include, but are not limited to, statements relating to the Company’s current and projected operations, financial
results, business and products. In some cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by words such as
“anticipate,” “may,” “believe,” “could,” “should,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “plan,” “predict,” “potential,” “forecasts,” “pro
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SPACE BASED ECOSYSTEM
Quantum Generation Ltd.
British Virgin Islands
www.quantumgeneration .io
www.qsat.ai
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